
CHATEAUX FRENCH

This is a list of chÃ¢teaux in France, arranged by region. The French word chÃ¢teau (plural chÃ¢teaux) has a wider
meaning than the English castle: it includes.

The chateau, built at the beginning of the 17th century, is now owned by a charming young family. The
19th-century French facade conceals an interior of Dutch minimalism suffused with light. Today it has a
rough-stone, medieval finish, plentiful shutters and a neo-Renaissance tower, but the inside could hardly
present a more extreme contrast to the husk. Open daily April to mid-November. Open late March to mid
November. Open March to mid November. Variants can be included in the compris, for example an Acte
clause can be added if the name or names to go on the title deed have not been finalised. They've opened just
four rooms to guests so they can spoil you properly. The stunning entrance hall sets the tone: clean lines and a
palette of pale creams and whites set off with splashes of mauve. More French Chateau For Sale Living the
dream of owning a large, spectacular and historic building in many countries can often be somewhat difficult
to realise. There has always been a chateau on this romantic riverside site. Bathrooms have new claw-foot
baths with exquisite antique taps, and views sail out of great windows to meadows and woodland beyond.
Open from spring to autumn. The rooms are luminous and exude class: a sweep of parquet topped by a vibrant
Art Deco rug, a majestic Third Empire bed and a boudoir in the tower. It was a residential college before the
current owners left jobs in fashion and TV to ease it into the 21st century. Many were built in the early 19th
century as France became more dominant and wealthy. Bedrooms have an urban feel, with retro fabrics and
swirling glassware. Stately pleasures Guided tours. No liability can be accepted for the reliability of the
information and statements made as this is obtained from 3rd parties. Open April to 1st November. The
fairytale bulk of French chateaux is also one of its main attractions, particularly for weddings or hotel
accommodation. The interior does not have a lot of historic interest, but the location is superb. The off-white
and oatmeal theme continues upstairs with sisal in the corridor and coir in some of the bedrooms. Owned by
the local wine-growers cooperative. The excitement over chef Pascal Nebout's cuisine is palpable. Open from
mid-April. They'll also share dinner and stimulating talk with you. A black and white theme runs throughout,
the austerity offset by the odd gilt-framed mirror or fuchsia armchair. The Loire valley and the nearby
departments offer particularly good investment opportunities for the chateau property buyer and we have over
30 examples in the Indre-et-Loire, Loir et Cher, Indre, Maine et Loire and Seine et Marne alone. This is a legal
document and after ten days will be binding on both parties. Richly decorated interiors, including the "golden
rooms". Bathrooms are grand with gold taps and Venetian glass, and most have windows. By contrast, the 'old'
chateau is all classical proportions, elegant furnishings and traditional comfort. An earlier castle on this craggy
lookout held back the Saracens in the 8th century, but today the setting is blissfully peaceful, the only
interruption coming from the bees buzzing in the acacias. Breakfast in the dining room is a feast for the eye:
blue velvet chairs, chevron parquet floor, panelled walls with painted scenes above the doors and a wonderful
Louis XVI buffet displaying its collection of old plates. Some can be a mix of styles from different periods as
fashion and the owner's availability of funds changed. Surrounded by wooded parkland, the chateau boasts six
large and lovely bedrooms. An eccentric world traveller and painter originally restored this 18th-century
chateau to house his art collection, and today it also incorporates a hotel. France Why Choose PPG For over
twenty years we have built a network of the best professional agents in the most desirable locations. From this
turreted 19th-century chateau built around a 15th-century tower, you take in the glories of the estate's 27
hectares. Boasting acres of land, lakes, outbuildings and their own capacious floor spaces, chateaux give one
the opportunity and space to choose how to live and work. Being large properties, renovations can be very
costly and time-consuming but need not be outside the budget of most serious buyers if planned correctly.
Open all year.


